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Tidally induced residual currents in estuaries
of constant breadth and depth
by John P. IannieU0 1 , 2

ABSTRACT
Two-dimensional analytic solutions are derived, as a function of depth and longitudinal distance, for the Eulerian and Lagrangian residual currents induced in narrow tidal channels of
constant breadth, depth and rectangular cross-section by the nonlinear interactions of the first
order tides. The turbulence is represented by several different vertically variable eddy viscosity
models chosen to bracket the range of likely vertical variation. Realistic viscosity profiles are
selected by matching observed tidal velocity profiles and realistic values of tidal dissipation.
The nonlinearly induced currents have magnitudes on the order of 'f/ ,h ,-'UIR where ,,,, is a
typical tidal amplitude, h, is the channel depth, and UlR is a typical magnitude of the tidal
current; these currents will be important in some partially stratified and unstratified estuaries.
We proceed via a perturbation analysis which is valid for weakly nonlinear systems
('Y/,h,-1 << 1); by retaining the full depth dependence of the tidal driving terms we show that
previous analyses of this problem, which have all been based on a boundary layer approximation, are not valid for realistic channel depths and eddy viscosity magnitudes. For typical tidal
channels we show that the Eulerian residual currents are seaward at all depths and therefore
reinforce any two-layer density induced currents in the surface waters, but oppose them in the
bottom waters. The Lagrangian current is weaker than the Eulerian current and opposes the
two-layer flow in both the surface and bottom waters. The solutions are not overly sensitive
to the details of the eddy viscosity models. Over the physically reasonable range of vertical
variation the variable viscosity solutions differ from the constant viscosity solution by no more
than a factor of two, except quite close to the bottom. We show that in addition to the steady
currents generated by each tidal constituent, slowly varying residual currents are also generated
at the difference frequencies of the various constituents. For typical amplitudes of the M2, N 2,
and S, constituents, these low frequency currents (which have periods of 14.77 days and 27.55
days) can nearly double, or nearly cancel, the steady currents for a few days each month.

1. Introduction
It is well known that first order oscillatory flows can generate a variety of second
order effects through the nonlinear terms in the equations of motion (LonguetHiggins and Stewart, 1964). As one application, the nonlinear driving of steady
1. Naval Underwater Systems Center, New London, Connecticut, 06320, U.S.A.
2. This work was done while the author was a graduate student at the Marine Sciences Institute,
The University of Connecticut.
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second order currents by the first order tidal flow in narrow tidal channels or estuaries has been suggested by several authors (Abbott, 1960a; Hunt, 1961; Cameron
and Pritchard, 1963 ; Johns, 1967, 1970), but no complete analysis of the currents
driven by this nonlinear mechanism has been made. The purpose of this paper is to
present such an analysis for constant breadth and depth channels.
A feeling for the source of these nonlinearly induced currents can be had from
both an analytic and a physical viewpoint. Analytically, we note that the nonlinear
terms in the equations of motion will be dominated by the product of two timevarying sinusoidal waveforms when strong tides are present. This product generates
both a steady and a double frequency term; when averaged over a tidal cycle the
product results in a net steady state drive. Alternately, the mechanism can be explained from a physical viewpoint. First, we note that in considering steady second
order currents induced by oscillating flows we must distinguish between the
Lagrangian current, which is the mean velocity of a particular fluid particle, and
the Eulerian current, which is the mean velocity at a particular point in the current
field. As Longuet-Higgins (1969) has discussed in detail, the two velocities can be
quite different. For small displacements the difference is called the Stokes velocity.
Physically, the Stokes velocity is caused by a given fluid particle being carried
through a spatially varying velocity field during one cycle of an oscillating flow ; as
a result its trajectory may not be closed and a net drift can occur. In our application,
a particle of fluid at a given depth may, for example, be carried farther into the
channel during the flood than it is carried out on the ebb; this effect, averaged over
the water column, may result in a net Stokes drift at that section of the channel.
But, to maintain a steady state, the net Lagrangian current across a transverse section of the channel must be zero; thus a compensating Eulerian current must be
provided by a second order surface slope to balance the Stokes drift. For narrow,
parallel-sided channels the cross-channel variability will be slight and thus the mass
transport balance will be achieved in the vertical. It is the vertical and longitudinal
structure of the nonlinearly induced Eulerian and Lagrangian residual currents that
we will examine in this paper.
Nonlinearly induced residual currents in estuaries will be significant only if they
are comparable to the steady currents driven by other sources, most notably those
due to density gradients and river discharge. Thus it is only in partially stratified
estuaries, where the relatively strong tidal currents weaken the density gradients
and increase the nonlinear drive, that we expect the nonlinear mechanism to be important. Partially stratified estuaries have a characteristic two-layer circulation with
the surface waters showing a net outflow and the bottom waters a net inflow· these
' of
currents typically have magnitudes on the order of 10 cm s- 1 • The analyses
Pritchard (1956) and others (Bowden, 1967a; Hansen, 1967) have led to a generally
accepted mechanism for the driving of the estuarine circulation in partially stratified
estuaries in which the longitudinal momentum balance is between the longitudinal
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pressure gradient (due to the free surface slope and the internal density field) , and
the vertical gradient of the turbulent shear stress. In this theory the nonlinear terms
in the equations of motion are explicitly ignored as being of secondary importance.
We will show through a scaling analysis, however, that the magnitude of the nonlinearly induced current is of the order T/oho- 1 U1 R, where T/ o is a typical amplitude
of the tidal height, U1R is a typical amplitude of the tidal current, and h0 is a typical
channel depth. With T/ o = 1 m, U 1 R = 1 m s- 1 , and h 0 = 10 m we estimate nonlinearly induced currents on the order of 10 cm s- 1 , comparable to the observed
current in some estuaries.
Several authors (Abbott, 1960a; Hunt, 1961; Johns, 1967, 1970) have analyzed
the nonlinear driving of steady currents in estuaries, but they have all been concerned only with the Lagrangian current immediately above the bottom, not with
the Eulerian and Lagrangian currents induced throughout the water column. More
importantly, they have all proceeded by using some variant of the boundary layer
approximation, a simplifying assumption in which the first order flow is taken to be
unaffected by friction except in a thin layer near the bottom. In contrast, we will
retain the full depth dependence of the tidal driving terms, and, by solving for the
residual flow throughout the water column, we will show that both first and second
order solutions based on the boundary layer approximation are not applicable to
typical tidal channels. Bowden (1967a, p. 32) also has commented on the inapplicability of the boundary layer approximation to the tidal flow in channels.
The analysis of constant breadth and depth channels gives important insight into
the nonlinear driving of estuarine circulation and is applicable to actual tidal channels of simple form. Breadth and depth variations can, however, significantly affect
both the first and second order currents (Ianniello, 1977). If breadth or depth variations must be included to accurately match the first order tidal properties of a given
channel, they must also be included to accurately predict the second order residual
flow. Nonlinearly induced residual currents in variable breadth and depth channels
will be treated in a future paper.

2. Derivation of the governing equations

a. Scaling analysis of the three-dimensional equations. The geometry of the channel under consideration is shown in Figure 1. The channel has free communication
with a large, adjacent sea at its mouth, x = 0, and has a reflecting wall at x = L.
We have omitted sources of fresh water input as well as wind stress, since, as long
as YJoho- 1 << 1, density driven and wind driven currents are separate linear problems which we can solve independently of the nonlinearly induced currents. Thus,
for the present, we assume constant density and no wind stress; we discuss the
effects of variable density later.
To proceed analytically we must simplify the three-dimensional set of equations
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Figure 1. Geometry of channel under consideration.

describing this system to a two-dimensional set; this is usually done by appealing
to the elongate form of the channel as a justification for setting the cross-channel
velocity equal to zero. We wish to quantify the conditions under which a twodimensional approximation is valid; further, we must be certain that we can consistently neglect the cross-channel convective acceleration with respect to the other
nonlinear terms in the longitudinal momentum equation.
The conditions under which a two-dimensional approximation is valid can be
expressed in terms of two fundamental parameters: the Kelvin number, Kl!J =
fb 0 (gh 0 )-!, and the horizontal aspect ratio, 8 = a-b 0 (gh 0 )-!, where f is the Coriolis
parameter, g is the acceleration of gravity, and a- is the tidal frequency (Krauss,
1973, p. 154). K l!) is a measure of the importance of the Coriolis terms in the narrow tidal channel; 8 is a measure of the importance of the cross-channel velocity in
the cross-channel momentum balance. It can be shown that if Kl!) << 1 and 82 << 1
we can neglect the y-momentum equation and all terms containing the cross-channel
velocity in the x-momentum equation; then a two-dimensional approximation is
valid (Ianniello, 1977). With typical values off= 10- 4 s-1, b0 = 10 km, h 0 = 10 m,
and a-= 1.4 X 10- 4 s- 1 for the M 2 tide, we find Kl!J ~ 10- 1 and 8 2 ~ 10- 2 ; thus
these conditions are satisfied for typical channel dimensions.
The two-dimensional set of equations we have to solve then is
(la)
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au + aw -o
ax
az:-

(lb)

where we have neglected horizontal friction and have assumed hydrostatic balance
in the vertical. u(x,z,t) and w(x,z,t) are the x and z components of the velocity field;
YJ(X,t) is the free surface elevation. We have represented the turbulent shear stress,
T(x,z,t), by a variable coefficient of eddy viscosity, N . (x,z,t) times the vertical velocity gradient; this representation will be discussed in more detail later.
For boundary conditions we assume the no-slip condition at the bottom, u = 0
at z = -ho, and the no stress condition at the surface, au/az = 0 at z = 0; further,
we assume there is no fl.ow normal to the bottom thus w = 0 at z = -h We assume
the system is driven at the mouth of the channel by the tides in a larger, adjacent
body of water; thus we take YJ = YJ 0 Cosa-t at x = 0. Finally, in the absence of fresh
water inflow at the end of the channel, we assume u = 0 at x = L.
0 •

b. Representation of the turbulent shear stress. The fundamental physical assumption we have made is that the turbulent shear stress can be represented via the eddy
viscosity formulation. This representation can be justified physically for flows characterized by one length scale and one time scale only, thereby excluding highly
stratified fl.ow (Ianniello, 1977). An exact, or "best" form for N . in tidal channels
is not known, although it is generally argued that N . will be small near the bottom,
reach a maximum near mid-depth, and then decrease, possibly to a small value,
near the surface (Sverdrup, et al., 1942, p. 579). Vertical eddy viscosity profiles
inferred from measurements support this view (Bowden, et al., 1959).
We will ultimately select preferred eddy viscosity profiles by matching observed
properties of the first order tides only; we will then use these preferred eddy viscosity
forms in our solutions for the second order fl.ow. Thus it is extremely important to
justify using .the same eddy viscosity profile for both the first and second order
problems. Further, since an exact form for N. cannot be chosen, it is important to
examine the sensitivity of our solutions to several different eddy viscosity profiles,
chosen to bracket the range of realistic variations. If the solutions are found to be
insensitive to changes in the eddy viscosity profile, then we can infer that a detailed
knowledge of the profile is not crucial.
The turbulent shear stress can be written most generally in terms of a timevarying coefficient of eddy viscosity. A simpler expression can be found by expanding the shear stress in a Fourier series and evaluating the coefficients of the steady
term and the first harmonic term. This procedure, which is similar to the well known
bottom friction linearization technique (Proudman, 1953, p. 310) results in effective time-invarient coefficients of eddy viscosity for the first and second order flows.
It is shown in Ianniello (1977) that the shear stress can be written
T(x,z,t)

=="
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4
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Figure 2. Parabolic viscosity model.

where u1 and u2 are the first order (tidal) and second order (steady) velocities; Po is
the constant density; and Nz(x,z) = (8 / 31r)CDhoN(z)u,R(x), where CD is a drag coefficient, N(z) is an order one function that is small near the bottom, reaches its
maximum at mid-depths, and decreases near the surface, and u,R(x) is a typical
magnitude of the first order tidal velocity. This is an important result; it shows that,
except for the scale factor 3/ 4, we are justified in using the same form for the eddy
viscosity for both the first and second order solutions.
This expression can be further simplified by replacing u,R(x) with an effective
length averaged current magnitude, U,R- Then we can write the eddy viscosity as
(3)

In applying our theory to actual tidal channels we must treat N zm as a free parameter to be adjusted to obtain the best agreement with the observed tidal flow. Note
that with CD ~ 10-s equation (3) predicts a maximum eddy viscosity quite close
to Bowden's (1967b) empirical result
(4)

The z-dependence of N z(z) is contained in the normalized function N(z). To investigate the sensitivity of our solution to the viscosity profile, we will use three
separate models for N(z). The first is simply a constant viscosity with depth. Although this is not physically realistic it leads to analytic solutions and gives a useful
basis for comparison with the other viscosity models. The second model has a
parabolic variation with depth as shown in Figure 2. Note that for this model N(z)
has the value R at z = -ho, and reaches its maximum value of unity at z = Zm
-h0 / 2. This form contains the desired properties of N(z) outlined above and leads
to analytic solutions for the first order tides. We will investigate solutions for various values of R and Zm• Johns (1969) and McGregor (1972) also considered an
eddy viscosity of this form . The third viscosity model is a composite of the constant
and parabolic models as shown in Figure 3. The viscosity increases parabolically
from a value of R at z = -ho to one at z = Zm; it then remains constant from Zm to
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Figure 3. Composite viscosity model.

the surface. This form was chosen to investigate the effects of a more rapid increase
in N(z) near the bottom than given by the parabolic profile, and to investigate the
effects of increased viscosity near the surface. This profile is similar to one proposed
by Bowden et al., (1959).
c. The perturbation equations. We will solve the nonlinear set of equations (1) by a
perturbation analysis. First we introduce the scalings:

The subscript n denotes nondimensional variables. The parameter d 0 is a measure
of the depth in terms of the frictional length scale; it is the fundamental parameter
measuring the effects of the turbulence on both the first and second order flows.
Substituting these scalings into (la) and the vertically integrated continuity equation,
we obtain the dimensionless set of equations
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Equation (6b) is an approximation, correct to order (YJ 0 / h0 ), obtained by replacing
the depth integral of u from -h0 to 'Y/ by the integral from -ho to O plus the first
term of the series expansion of the integral from Oto 'Y/ ·
We now assume that both Un and 'Y/n can be represented by an asymptotic expansion in terms of 'Y/olho; thus we write Un= U,n + ('Y} o!ho) Un2 + • • • , and 'Y/n = 'Y/n1
+ (77 0 / h0 ) T)n 2 + .. . . Substituting these expansions along with the linearized shear
stress (2) into (6a) and (6b), and equating terms of like powers of 'Y}o/ho we obtain
the first and second order perturbation equations:
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where we have dropped the subscript n. Henceforth, dimensionless variables are to
be assumed, unless explicitly stated otherwise.
3. The first order solution-selecting appropriate viscosity profiles
a. Analytic results. Fjeldstad (1929) was the first to solve variable viscosity equa-

tions of the type (7a) using a no-slip boundary condition at the bottom. His application was to the horizontally two-dimensional tidal flow on the North Siberian
Shelf. Johns (1966) was the first to apply these methods to the tidal flow in narrow
tidal channels. Our analysis follows, in part, that of Johns (1966, 1970).
Since we are interested in harmonic solutions, we assume

= Real{A(x) eit }, and

(9a)

= Real{i A'(x) U(z) eit } ,

(9b)

T/1
u1

where A' denotes dA / dx. Substituting these in (7) and understanding that the real
part is meant, we find

d ( N -dU)
dz

i
U(z) = 1 - -·2 dz

+: {
o

X

A'

5°

-<lo

'

and

Udz }+A(x)=O.

(10)

(11)

For constant viscosity, N = l, it is easily shown that (10), with dimensionless
boundary conditions, has the solution
U(z)

=1-

cosh[(l + I) z]
cosh[(l + i) d 0 ]

(12)

For the parabolic viscosity model McGregor (1972) showed that (1 O) is a special
case of the hypergeometric differential equation, and found solutions in terms of a
simplified form of the hypergeometric function. For the composite viscosity model,
solutions to (10) can be expressed as a combination of equation (12) in the region
Zm~ z ~ 0 and McGregor's solution in the region -d ~z<z.,.. These solutions must be
matched at z = Zm where we require that U(z) and dU/dz be continuous; thus two
0
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additional constants must be evaluated. The solution is straightforward, but unwieldy, so it will not be given here.
Having found solutions to (10) we can evaluate the integral in (11) which, using
(10), can be written

+so
0

U dz=Do =

+

d

_ i{ N
2

o

!!!!_I
}
dz -d.

do

- do

(13)

Then the solution to (11), with dimensionless boundary conditions, is
A(x )

=

cos [D - ! (x - L)]
cos [D - ½LJ
0

(14)

0

For an infinitely long channel the appropriate boundary condition is u1
x
oo, and the solution to (11) is
A(x)

= exp(-iD

0

-! x) .

O as

(15)

Returning to dimensional variables and expanding the argument in (15) the (dimensional) solution for TJ 1 can be written
T}1

= T} o exp(xLn - 1) cos(crt -

XL>.. - 1)

where
Ln

= (gho)!!D o!cr-1 (

!Doi - ~eal(Do) )- l

L >..

= (gh.)l!D. !cr-1 (

!Doi + ~eal(D. )) -.l

(16)
(17)

Thus Ln is a dissipation length scale and L>.. is a wavelength scale.
We can now quantify the term "infinitely long channel." If LI Ln is small, the
wave "feels" the wall at x = L and the reflecting wall boundary condition is appropriate. On the other hand, if L I Ln is large, the energy is dissipated before the wall
is reached, and the nonreflecting wall condition is appropriate.
b. The selection of realistic eddy viscosity profiles. To examine the sensitivity of the
second order solutions to the details of the eddy viscosity profile, we must select
realistic eddy viscosity parameters by matching observed properties of the first
order tides. We first consider matching the gross properties of the observed velocity
profile. A representative and convenient empirically derived form for the velocity
profile at times of maximum current has been proposed by Van Veen (Bowden,
1965). Van Veen's profile is plotted and labelled in Figure 4. A characteristic feature of this profile is that the magnitude of the current decreases to about 0.65 of
the surface value at a height of about one-tenth the water depth above the bottom.
A similar feature is seen in other tidal current measurements (Bowden, et al., 1959;
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Figure 4. Normalized velocity profile at maximum current for constant viscosity, as a function
of d •. The profile labelled "Van Veen" is a representative velocity profile for tidal channels.

Johns, 1966; Paskausky, et al., 1974; Weisberg and Sturges, 1976) made in channels with depths ranging from 13 to 40 m and tidal velocities of from 0.4 to 2 ms- 1 .
Thus we take Van Veen's profile as representative of the velocity profile at maximum current, although we recognize no single form can represent all conditions
(Dyer, 1971).
The theoretical velocity profiles are strong functions of d 0 and the viscosity
model. Typical results are shown in Figures 4 and 5 where the velocity profiles for
constant viscosity and two (quite different) variable viscosity profiles are shown as
a function of d0 • For d 0 less than about 1.5 to 2, the profiles are not strongly dependent on d 0 for a given model. Note that for d 0 equal to 10 (and greater) the
profiles differ from the Van Veen profile for all viscosity models, tending to be
more nearly constant with depth, except quite close to the bottom. We note that
constant velocity with depth, except near the bottom, is required for the boundary
layer approximation to be valid.
To put these results in perspective we must find what a typical value of d 0 is for
tidal channels. From Bowden's estimate (4) we find that N zm ~ 250 cm 2 s- 1 for h0
~ 10 m and Urn~ 1 ms- 1 ; then, from (5), we find d 0 ~ l for the M 2 tides. As an
extreme example consider ho ~ 150 m, Urn~ 30 cm s- 1 (characteristic perhaps of
the Juan de Fuca Strait, Bowden, 1967a). Then, assuming (4) still is applicable,
we find do ~ 4. Thus, from this simple order of magnitude assessment we find that,
typically, do ~ l; even in an extreme case d does not approach the large values
required for the boundary layer approximation to be applicable. These conclusions
are further borne out by the tidal current comparisons where, as we will see, we
can match the Van Veen profile with do~ l, but never with d 0 ~ 10 or greater.
0
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Figure 5. Normalized velocity profile at maximum current for the parabolic viscosity model
with R == 0.0l and Zm == 0 (solid lines), and the composite viscosity model with R = O.Ol
and Zm = -0.9d. (dashed lines).

We have examined the velocity profiles, for d 0 ~ 1, generated by both the parabolic and composite models for a wide range of R and Zm• The results of comparing
these profiles with the Van Veen profile are summarized in Figure 6, where we
indicate the region of the R-zm plane for which velocity profiles within roughly 25
per cent of the Van Veen profile were generated. We assume this region corresponds

_ _ LIMITS FROM Q

ABOUT do = I

_ 3do

~">

4

R

Figure 6. Region of the R-zm plane corresponding to physically realistic eddy viscosity profiles. Solid lines are limits based on the velocity profiles at maximum current. Dashed lines
are limits based on energy dissipation.
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to physically acceptable viscosity profiles. We note that, in agreement with Fjeldstad
(1929), we have found that the velocity profiles are much more sensitive to the
magnitude of the viscosity near the bottom than they are to the magnitude from
mid-depths to the surface. Thus we cannot distinguish between the parabolic and
composite viscosity models for the same values of R and Zm on the basis of the
velocity profiles; similarly, we do not distinguish between the two models in the
R-zm diagram.
We can obtain another, independent estimate of the R -zm region corresponding
to acceptable viscosity profiles from a study of the properties of the energy dissipation in tidal channels. It can be shown that the ratio of the total time-averaged
kinetic energy in the channel, (KE)T, to the total energy dissipated per cycle, <l>T,
is given by (Ianniello, 1977)
(KE) T = Q
<l>T -

=

1 Real {Do} .
41T Im {D 0 }
'

(18)

note (18) is a partial measure of stored to dissipated energy. Further, (18) is independent of channel parameters thereby characterizing the viscosity law only.
Equation (18) shows that <l>T is proportional to (KE)T. Proudman (1953, p. 317)
derived a similar result. In our notation he found
Q

=

3a-ho
32Ca IVrn l

(19)

this gives a useful empirical estimate for Q for comparison with the theoretical
result in (18). Further, combining (19) with (4), we find
Q --

3 d

16

2
0

'

(20)

which serves as an empirically derived form for Q as a function of d 0 •
We have plotted the theoretical Q, from (18), as a function of d 0 for several
representative viscosity profiles in Figure 7. The curve to the extreme right is for
constant viscosity; for a given d 0 it represents the minimum Q or maximum dissipation. The other solid curves are for the parabolic model with Zm = 0, over a range
of R; for given values of do and R, the Zm = 0 viscosity profiles represent the maximum Q or minimum dissipation. As the viscosity profile becomes more like the
constant viscosity law, that is as R increases and Zm goes from 0 to -d0 , the Q
versus do curves shift to the right. This is indicated for one such intermediate viscosity profile, the composite model with Zm = -0.9 d 0 , by the dashed curves in
Figure 7.
From (19) we find, with ho = 10 m, CD = 2.5 x 10-s, Urn= 1 m s- 1 , and a
12 hour tidal period, the empirical estimate Q = 0.2, which we assume to be valid
for typical tidal channels. We have drawn this line in Figure 7; from its intersection
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Figure 7. Theoretical values of Q vs. d. from equation (18) for several viscosity profiles. An
empirical form of Q vs. d. from equation (20) is indicated by the solid circles.

with the theoretical curves we conclude that typical dissipation values in tidal channels imply that d 0 is less than about two. This is consistent with our earlier estimate
of d ~ l, and is an alternative way of showing that the boundary layer approximation is not valid for tidal channels. In fact, results based on the boundary layer
approximation, which is equivalent to very large d 0 , will predict very large values
of Q, or much too little dissipation.
We can estimate the R-z,,. parameter region that yields physically realistic values
of dissipation by comparing the theoretical Q versus d 0 curves from (18) with the
empirical curve from (20). Equation (20) is plotted in Figure 7 over its likely range
of validity. The acceptable R-zm region was estimated by computing Q versus d
curves for a wide range of R and Zm and selecting those values giving curves within
roughly 25 per cent of equation (20) for d 0 centered about 1. This new R -zm region
is shown by the dashed line in Figure 6. This region closely agrees with the independently estimated region based on the velocity profiles. As in the case of the velocity profiles, the Q versus d curves were found to be much more sensitive to the
value of viscosity near the bottom than to the viscosity in the upper water; thus,
once again, we cannot distinguish between parabolic and composite viscosity profiles having the same values of R and z,,..
0

0

0
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4. The second order solution

a. General development of the second order equations. Time-averaging the dimensionless, second order equations, (8), we have
au 1
Ui ax

au 1 _
az -

+ Wi

1 ax
a
do

{f

_

a'Y/ 2
ax

O
_

-do U z

dz

}

+

_1___g_az {-3- N
2

4

a{
+ ax

U1l z=o'l'J1

au2}
az

(21a)

}- 0'

(21b)

where the overbar denotes a time average over several tidal cycles. Integrating (21b)
with respect to x, and noting that both u1 and ii2 are zero at x = L, (21b) becomes
(22)
Equation (22) has a simple physical interpretation. Longuet-Higgins (1969) has
shown that u1l,=o 77 1 is equal to the depth-integrated Stokes velocity, or in our notation, that

Thus, since the Lagrangian current equals the Eulerian plus the Stokes current, our
second order continuity equation, (22), ensures that the depth integrated Lagrangian
current is zero, and, therefore, that there is no net mass transport into the channel,
as must be the case since we have assumed a steady state solution.
To evaluate the nonlinear terms in (21a) we must first find w1 • From first order
continuity, and substituting for u1 from (9b) we find
W1=-Real

liA"[ z+da- + ( N !~ - [ N !~]_.

)]

eit

0

I.
(23)

Substituting (9a), (9b), and (23) in (21a) and (22), and using the fact that if F1 =
Real(f1eit) and F2 = Real(f2eu), then F1F2 = 1 Real(f1f2*), the governing equations
may be written as
l
a
-2-az

-i- (
2

l

au2 l
4 3 Naz~=
2l

Real

l[

/Vl 2-

dU*
dV*
) ]] A'A"*
N - - [ N -]
dz
dz -do
l
-d
O

5°
-

do

dU
dz [ z+da+

I

+ -a

ii2dz =l- Real{iU/ 0 D 0 *A'A"*} .
2

ax

'

and
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Finally, letting

= 21

ax

(24a)

Real{C1 (x)} , and

U2 = Real{Odx,z)} ,

(24b)

we have

_a_l_3_
N a02~ = J 1u12- dV[z+d +
az
az
dz
0

4

_i (
2

N

and

- [ N ~]

dz

dz

+S
o

- •o

(25a)

)Ji

A'A"*+C1 ,

O

0 2 dz=+ Vl o Do* A'A"* .

(25b)

_,,o

b. Analytic results for constant viscosity (N=l). Our solution follows, in part, that
of Johns (1970); we will temporarily neglect the factor 3/ 4. Integrating (25a) with
respect to z we find
0

ao2
az

= {2z+-21-

1

(U'*-U'-U'U *)-(z+do- -- · U'*
2
+ C1z + C2 = 0 ,

I )
--4o

u

}A'A"*
(26)

where, for convenience, we let dU/ dz = U'. From the boundary condition a02/az
= 0 at z = 0 we can evaluate C2, finding
C2 =

(

d

0

-+ 1U'*

)

Uj o A'A"*

= C2A'A"*

.

(27)

0

Integrating (26) we have

02

={+ z + +<V*-3U)-+J
2

+ +zU'-(

d - + U' *
0

I

1-U j

2

++JV'

j
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++C1z 2 + C3
Then, from

2

(28)

0 2J- a = 0, we can evaluate C3, finding
0

C3=-{+ do2 _

+++I 1-o
U'

12

-c2do} A 'A " * - + Cid/

_i_ d U'*
2
0
(29)
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Finally, evaluating the integral in (25b) and substituting for Ca from (29), we find
C 1 to be given by
C
1

=

_3_{ - _5_6
do a

d ao

d

4

o

+

(-3-8 + _z_4·

d

2 )

o

U'*

I

-do

+ U' I --do
(30)

Thus the solution for u2, for constant viscosity, is given by (24b) with 0 2 given by
(28) and Ci, C 2 and Ca given by (30), (27) and (29). Since C1 and C2 are equal to
a constant times A'A"*, 0 2 may be written as a function of z times a function of x.
For later convenience we express this explicitly by writing 02 = U2A'A"*, so that
u2 = Real(O2) = Real(U2A'A"*).
This solution is similar in form to that of Johns (1970) and it is worth noting the
differences brought about by his boundary layer approach. Using standard boundary
fayer reasoning Johns replaced the irjd ax term in our x-momentum equation,
(21a), by a known function, URaURI ax, where UR is the frictionless first order tidal
flow just above the assumed boundary layer. As a result only one unknown appeared in his momentum equation, which he then solved by using the condition that
u2 remains bounded far from the boundary layer. In this way the problem is solved
without the continuity equation; the solution is valid only in the assumed boundary
layer and cannot satisfy a depth integrated mass transport constraint. On the other
hand, by retaining the unknown a~/ ax term, we are forced to use continuity to
obtain our solution, and can satisfy a depth integrated flow constraint. These are
mathematical differences; the important physical difference is that we have recognized that a boundary layer does not exist in actual tidal channels, and therefore
we have retained the full depth dependence of the first order tides and have solved
for the second order flow throughout the water column.
u2 is the Eulerian mean velocity; to find the Lagrangian mean velocity we must
add the Stokes velocity, us to Uz. From Longuet-Higgins (1969), the Stokes velocity,
for small displacements, is given by

-= f

Us

U1 d t

au1 +
ax

f

W1 d t

au1 ,
az

which, in terms of our first and second order solutions, with variable viscosity retained, is
us = - + Real { ( i[U[ 2

+ iU' [

z +do+ + (NU'* - [NU'*]-a 0 ) ] ) A'A"*}

= Real{Os} = Real{UsA'A"*}

(31)

Thus the Lagrangian mean velocity uL is given by
uL = Real{U~'A"*}

= Uz + us =

Real{(U 2 + Us)A'A"*}

(32)
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c. Constant viscosity solutions as a function of d 0 • Although for our application to
tidal channels we are interested in solutions for d 0 on the order of one, we will investigate the solutions over a wide range of d 0 in this section to illustrate the errors
introduced by the boundary layer approximation. We first mention the large d 0
oo our solutions approach
limit. It can be shown (Ianniello, 1977) that as d 0
the results of Longuet-Higgins (1953); this observation leads to some useful physical insight about the boundary layer approximation. Longuet-Higgins' work was
aimed at finding the effect of molecular viscosity on the Lagrangian velocity induced
by surface gravity waves. He proceeded via the boundary layer approximation,
which is quite justifiable in his case since molecular viscosity and typical surface
wave periods were considered, leading to very large values of d0 • The radical physical difference between Longuet-Higgins' problem, where the boundary layer approximation is valid, and our problem, which reduces to Longuet-Higgins' only
as do
oo, highlights the inapplicability of boundary layer concepts to the turbulent
tidal flow in channels.
We note that as d 0
oo, D 0
l ; thus, for a reflecting wall channel, we see from
(14) that A'A"* goes to a purely real function, while for an infinitely long channel
we see from (15) that A'A"* goes to an imaginary number. Thus, for d 0
oo we
see from (32) that the reflecting wall solution includes only the real part of UL (or
U 2 ); similarly, the solution for the infinitely long channel includes only the imaginary part of UL (or U 2 ). On the other hand, for finite d0 , A'A"* is neither purely
real nor purely imaginary, so ih (or u2 ) is composed of a mix between the real and
imaginary parts of UL (or U 2 ), with the relative proportions of the real and imaginary parts being determined by the channel characteristics. Thus to make a channelindependent investigation of the effects of varying d 0 we cannot consider uL (or u2)
directly, but, rather, we must look at the real and imaginary parts of UL (or U2)
separately. For the purpose of illustrating the inapplicability of the boundary layer
approximation to tidal channels both UL and U2 lead to similar conclusions, thus
we will only discuss UL in detail.
We have plotted Real(UL) and Im(UL) as functions of z/ho for several values of
d0 in Figures 8a and 8b. Here z is the dimensional depth co-ordinate. The curve
labelled "interior solution" is the limiting case for do
oo . This is the solution that
would be obtained throughout the water column, except quite close to the bottom,
by using the boundary layer approximation; it corresponds to Longuet-Higgins'
solution for the inviscid interior for shallow water waves. For do
oo the boundary
layer itself is compressed to a thin region on the scale of z/ ho; thus we do not attempt to show the d 0
oo boundary layer behavior, rather we simply bring the
interior solution down to z/ ho = -1.
To determine the validity of the boundary layer approximation in representing
the true Lagrangian transport, at least two features of the curves must be considered. First, if one is interested in the overall estuarine circulation, the important
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Figure Sa. Real {UL} as a function of d. for constant viscosity.

point is to determine how well the interior solution represents the true solution for
a given d 0 throughout the water column. Second, since most of the authors using
the boundary layer approximation were interested in sediment transport, they
wanted to find the Lagrangian transport "just above the bed." To this end they
assumed that the value of uL at the top of the boundary layer, or equivalently, the
value of the interior solution at z/ h = -1 , was an adequate measure of the transport. Thus, if one is interested in sediment transport, a second criterion for the
validity of the boundary layer approximation is to determine how well the interior
solution at z/ ho = -1 represents the true solution for a given d "just above the
bed" .
0

0,
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Figure 8b. Im {UL} as a function of d, for constant viscosity.

With these considerations in mind we return to Figures 8a and 8b. A judgment
of when the true solution for a given d 0 is no longer adequately represented throughout the water column by the interior solution is subjective. Certainly, for d 0 = 100,
the true solution for both Real( UL) and I m(UL) is closely matched by the interior
solution throughout most of the water column, while at d 0 = 10, significant differences are apparent. For realistic values of d 0 for tidal channels (on the order of one)
the true solutions are entirely different from the interior solution. Thus, from the
point of view of matching the true solution throughout the water column, results
based on the boundary layer approximation are clearly inadequate for tidal channels. From Figures 8a and 8b we also see that the value of the interior solution
near z/ h0 = -1 is different, both in magnitude and direction, from the true values
of Real (UL) and Im(UL) near the bottom, for realistic values of do, Thus, from the
point of view of predicting the near bottom nonlinearly induced sediment transport
in tidal channels, results based on the boundary layer approximation are also
greatly in error.
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Figure 9a. Dimensionless solutions for constant viscosity, d.
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d. Constant viscosity solutions as a function of channel length for realistic values
of d 0 • In Figures 9a through 9d we show a series of first and second order solutions
as L varies from 1 to 10. The solutions were computed for d 0 = 1.8, which, as we
see from Figure 7, corresponds to a value of Q = 0 .2 for constant viscosity, and
therefore gives a representative value of dissipation for tidal channels. These solutions are, then, applicable to typical estuaries of simple form. In the top panel of
each figure we show the magnitude and phase (relative to the forcing at the mouth)
of the dimensionless first order tidal height as a function of dimensionless distance.
In the next panel we show the magnitude and phase of the dimensionless surface
tidal current. These first order solutions are included so that a direct comparison
with the easily observed tidal properties of a particular estuary can be made as an
aid in deciding if the results given here are applicable to that channel. The bottom
two panels of each figure show lines of constant velocity (not streamlines) for the
longitudinal components of the dimensionless Eulerian and Lagrangian residual
currents, Un2 and UnL, as a function of dimensionless distance and depth. Note that
positive residual currents are directed into the channel or landward. To convert u2
and u nL to dimensional form, the scalings
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Figure 9b. Dimensionless solutions for constant viscosity, d. = 1.8, L = 1.5. Positive residual
currents are directed into the channel.

should be used. (We will omit the subscript n in referring to dimensionless variables
for the remainder of this section.) The scalings for the other variables are given
in (5).
The maximum magnitude of u2 occurs at the mouth of the channel for all values
of L, while the location of the maximum magnitude of uL varies with L. Note that
u2is stronger than uL by a factor of from 2 to 10. The maximum magnitude of u2
is quite small for L < 1; for example, for L = 0.5 (not shown here) u2 is less than
0.1 throughout the channel. The maximum magnitude of the residual current increases with increasing L, reaching its greatest value at about L = 1.5 corresponding to a first order resonance at approximately L = 1r/ 2. As L increases beyond
1.5 the maximum magnitude of u2 decreases until L = 2 is reached after which it
varies only slightly with increasing L. Note that the Eulerian residual current is
directed out of the channel for all values of L; thus, it will reinforce the typical
two-layer density induced current field in the surface waters, but will oppose it in
the bottom waters. For L = 1, u2 is roughly symmetrical about mid-depth, while
for larger values of L it is stronger in the upper waters, tending to reinforce the
seaward directed density induced flow in the upper waters to a greater extent than
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Figure 9c. Dimensionless solutions for constant viscosity, d.
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it cancels the landward directed density induced flow in the bottom waters. The
Lagrangian residual current, ih, is directed out of the channel at the bottom and
into the channel at the surface, tending to oppose the density induced mass transport
for all L.
The residual currents for values of L other than those shown here can be accurately interpolated from the solutions given in Figures 9a through 9d, since the
solutions change smoothly with varying L. For large L the effect of varying channel
length is particularly simple. As we have noted earlier, when the channel length is
large compared with the dissipation length scale, the nonreflecting wall solution
applies, except near the wall itself. From (15) we find that for the nonreflecting
wall channel

where Lv is the dimensionless form of the dissipation length scale (16). Thus as a
conservative estimate, the solutions will tend to be independent of channel length
over most of the channel if L / Lv > 1. For constant viscosity and d 0 > 1.5 it can
be shown that Lv = 4do, thus with do = 1.8, we expect the solutions to be inde-
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pendent of channel length when L > 7. In fact, even for L = 4 the residual currents
(not shown here) are almost identical with those for the L = 10 channel shown in
Figure 9d, demonstrating that this estimate is conservative. We note that the L =
10 channel is a good model for a long straight river.
To indicate the nature of the solutions for d 0 different from 1.8 we have plotted
the solutions for u2 and uL, at the mouth of a channel of dimensionless length L =
0.9, in Figures 10a and 10b. Note that as d 0 increases the residual currents become
more vigorous until the limiting case at very large d 0 is reached. The vertical velocity profiles change relatively slowly in the range 1 < do < 2, but quite rapidly for
3 < d 0 < 10. This implies that some interesting vertical structure may exist in
extremely deep channels.
The results in Figures 9 and 10 give a representative idea of the nonlinearly induced currents in constant breadth channels, and of the changes that occur over the
likely parameter ranges. If a particular estuary is approximately of constant breadth
and depth, its first order characteristics can be found on these plots and typical
values for the residual currents can be inferred. If, however, constrictions and openings in the channel cause x-dependent u1 variations that cannot be modeled well by
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Figure 10a. Dimensionless Eulerian residual current as a function of d. for constant viscosity.
Solutions apply at the mouth (x=O) of a channel of length L = 0.9.

a constant breadth and depth channel, it will be necessary to include breadth and
depth variations to correctly predict the residual currents.
e. Variable eddy viscosity. The solutions for variable eddy viscosity can be found
by a method analogous to that used for constant viscosity, except that numerical
integrations must be used to evaluate the various integrals (Ianniello, 1977). Solutions were calculated for values of R and Zm covering the acceptable region indicated in Figure 6. Representative results are given in Figure 11, where we show
several profiles of u L computed for d0 = 2, R = 0.01 and z.,,, = 0, -0.5d0 , and
-0.9d 0 • The effect of variable viscosity is clear; the greater the difference between
a given viscosity law and constant viscosity, the more the residual current is concentrated near the bottom, with an accompanying change in the overall shape of uL
to maintain zero mass transport. Thus in Figure 11 we see that as Zm goes to -d0 ,
holding R fixed, the uL profile goes to the constant viscosity profile, while as Zm
goes to zero, the profile concentrates near the bottom. Similarly, other results show
that as R increases, holding Zm fixed, the profile goes to the constant viscosity pro-
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Figure !Ob. Dimensionless Lagrangian residual current as a function of d. for constant viscosity. Solutions apply at the mouth (x=O) of a channel of length L = 0.9.

file, while as R decreases the profile concentrates near the bottom (Ianniello, 1977).
The same conclusions apply to u2 •
Complete solutions for U2 and uL for various channel lengths have also been computed using parameter values that give first order solutions similar to those in
Figures 9a-9d. The principal effect of variable viscosity is to modify the vertical
distribution of the residual current only; the longitudinal structure of the flow is not
greatly affected. In general, over the physically reasonable range of eddy viscosity
variation, the solutions for variable viscosity differ by no more than a factor of two
from the constant viscosity results, except close to the bottom. This is an important
point. It means that the second order solutions are not overly sensitive to the details
of the eddy viscosity profiles over what we have shown to be the realistic range of
variation of the viscosity parameters. Thus we can infer that our inability to char-
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Figure 11. Dimensionless Lagrangian residual current for variable viscosity, d. = 2, R = 0.QI
as a function of zm. Solutions apply at the mouth (x.=O) of a channel of length L = 0.9.

acterize the turbulence exactly does not introduce large errors. Further, since
breadth and depth variations of actual tidal channels are likely to introduce factor
of two errors or greater, the added computational complexity required to obtain
the variable viscosity solutions cannot be justified. This conclusion is especially
pertinent if the overall estuarine circulation is of interest; if near bottom mass transport processes are of interest one should bear in mind that realistic viscosity laws
do lead to increased residual flow near the bottom.
The effect of retaining the factor 3 / 4 in equation (25a) has also been investigated
(Ianniello, 1977). For constant viscosity the effect of this factor is slight. For variable viscosity the effect is more important, causing changes of up to a factor of two.
If a realistic variable viscosity law were going to be used, the minor additional
computational complexity of including the factor 3 / 4 would be justified.
5. The effect of closely spaced tidal constituents

To this point we have found the second order response to a single frequency
driving term only. In fact, the first order tides comprise a number of closely spaced
constituents, each of which drives a steady state response. Further, when two frequencies are present, the nonlinearities generate sum and difference frequency
driving terms. The difference frequency terms cause low frequency residual currents
which can be of the same magnitude as the steady nonlinearly induced currents,
and therefore can contribute significantly to the nonlinearly induced effects.
The additional constituent enters the problem, as before, as a boundary condition
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on the first order tides. Thus, in dimensional notation, we require 77 1 !.,=o = 7]Acos
(<rAt + 'IJIA) + 7]sCos(<rst + 'l's), where 7]A and 7Js are the amplitudes of the
tidal constituents, and <rA, '\JIA and <rs, '\JI s are their frequencies and phases; by
closely spaced we mean (<r,1. - <rs)l<rA << 1. Since the first order problem is linear
the dimensional first order solutions 77 1 and u1 are linear combinations of the responses at <rA and <rs, The time-averaged, second order drive terms are found as
before, where now the averaging time is long compared to 21r / <rA but short compared to 21r/(<r,1. - <rs), The drive terms are made up of a steady drive due to <r.4., a
steady drive due to <rs, and a slowly varying drive due to the product of the <rA and
<rs terms, having the period 21r/(<rA - <rs), The response will thus be made up of
steady responses due to the individual constituents plus a slowly varying response
due to the product of the constituents. It can be shown that if the response due to
the drive at a-A only is written
_ _ 7] A2 ( g ) i
_
,
U
z-ho ho Un2

then the response for two closely spaced tidal constituents is given by (Ianniello,
1977):

1:

1

2

ii2 =

(

{)

2

{1 +(~:)
+ tan- 1

(

+2(~:)cos[(<r.4.-<rs)t+'IJIA-'IJIR]
a-A

Un)}

Unz ,

From this result we see that additional constituents tend to augment the steady
state response by the factor (77 8 /77A) 2 relative to the response to the strongest constituent, and to generate low frequency terms which tend to have an amplitude of
2778 /7JA relative to the steady state response to the strongest constituent. This conclusion must be qualified by the fact that iin 2 itself is affected by the presence of
additional constituents, since the constituents will change U1R, hence N zm, and hence
d 0 , on which Un 2 depends in a complex manner.8 To estimate the magnitude of these
effects let us consider typical magnitudes of the M 2 , N 2 and S2 tides. On the east
coast of the United States, for example, the N 2 and S2 constituents have magnitudes
of approximately 0.25 of the M 2 constituent. Thus the steady response to the M 2
tide will be increased by a factor of about 9/ 8, which is not significant. But, the N2
and S2 constituents, by interacting with the M 2 constituent, will also generate sinusoidally time-varying residual currents with periods of 14.77 and 27.55 days, each
with an amplitude of about 0 .5 of the steady state response due to the M 2 tide.
Thus, depending on the relative phases of the constituents (and neglecting the effect
of the additional constituents on Unz), we see that the steady nonlinearly induced
current can be nearly doubled, or nearly cancelled, for a few days each month.
3. This was pointed out by one of the referees.
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It can be shown that additional constituents will affect do as do ex: { 1 - ¼CTJBIT/A) 2
- ½CTJBI T/ A) cos [(erA - crB)t]}; note that d 0 is decreased (increased) during times of
strongest (weakest) currents. Assuming, for example, an average value for do of 2,
we see that d 0 will vary between about 1.7 and 2.2 due to one added constituent.
Referring to Figure 10a we see that an increase (decrease) in do of this magnitude
will decrease (increase) un 2 in the surface waters but will increase (decrease) Un2 in
the bottom waters, each by a factor of about 25 percent. Thus, the do dependence of
un 2 will, for this particular case, tend to augment the modulation of the residual currents in the surface waters, but diminish the modulation in the bottom waters. The
additional effect due to the d 0 dependence of un 2 is clearly complex and will have to
be evaluated for each case of interest.
6. Comments on the role of nonlinearly induced currents in partially stratified
estuaries
In addition to adding a persistent component to the residual currents in the estuary, the nonlinearly induced currents also contribute a persistent driving term to the
solution for the density induced currents. To demonstrate this point we must outline
the fundamental problem of estuarine circulation, namely: given the salinity at the
mouth, the river discharge and the tidal currents, predict the resulting circulation
and salinity fields . For a narrow, partially stratified estuary this problem can be
formulated in terms of four equations : an x-momentum equation; a continuity
equation; a salt conservation equation; and an equation of state; plus appropriate
boundary conditions. We obtain the x-momentum equation simply by adding the
longitudinal pressure gradient due to the internal density field, gp 0 -

1

f

~ap / ax) dz

(Bowden, 1967a, p. 19), to our earlier x-momentum equation, (la). Then, upon
time-averaging, the dimensional x-momentum equation becomes:
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(33)

where p is the time-averaged density field.
To obtain the appropriate continuity equation we must modify our previous continuity equation to include the fresh water discharge. Thus, integrating (1 b) with
respect toy and z, and recognizing that u and ware independent of y, we find
:x { bo

f ~,

u dz}
0

+

a~ { boulz=oT/}

+

~i

+ V T(x) = 0

,

(34)

where V T(x) is the total volume flux per unit length of fresh water into the channel
from the sides. V T(x) is not necessarily a continuous function of x. Time-averaging
(34) over several tidal cycles and integrating from x to L we obtain
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(35)

where VB is the time-averaged volume flux of fresh water into the end of the channel. Note that (35) shows that to maintain a steady state the depth integrated
Eulerian current must balance both the depth integrated Stokes drift and the fresh
water input.
The time-averaged equation of salt conservation may be written as

~+--;;s
a(Kas)
Uax Waz= iJx
'"ax +

a(Kas)
az
zaz '

(36)

(Bowden, 1967a, p. 19) where Sis the salinity and K,, and Kz are longitudinal and
vertical coefficients of eddy diffusion. Finally, in an estuary, the density depends
most strongly on the salinity, and an equation of state of the form p = p(S) is
adequate.
We now assume that the solutions for u, w, and Y/ can be written as the sum of
a time-varying tidal component plus two steady components, one due to the nonlinear forcing and one due to the density forcing. Thus we write u = u1 + u2 + un,
and similarly for w and Y/ · The subscript (D) denotes the density induced component. Substituting these solutions in (33), (35), and (36) we find two separate
sets of equations, one for the nonlinearly induced currents, which we have already
solved, and another for the density induced currents, showing that the two problems
are indeed uncoupled. The important point for this discussion is that although the
nonlinear solution can be found independently of the density solution, the density
solution depends on the nonlinear solution through the advective terms in the equation of salt conservation. Thus, for example, the first term on the left-hand side of
(36) becomes
U

as
as _ as _ as
ax= ax+ ax+
U1

U2

Uni)x •

(37)

The magnitude of the first term on the right-hand side of (37) depends on the phase
relation between u 1 and S, and may be quite small; the other terms demonstrate
that both u2 and un affect the salinity distribution, which, in tum, determines un
only, through the momentum equation. Thus if u2and un are of the same order, u2
contributes a persistent driving term to the solution for un.
We can estimate the relative magnitudes of u2 and un by comparing the magnitudes of the driving terms in (33). Thus, with
g

Po

so ap
z

ax

dz~ (6.p)x (ghoPcr, and

Po

-ar;
au ~ (
u --+w-ax

az

hgo ) !
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where (dp),, is the time-averaged horizontal density change over the x-length scale
(gho)½/cr, we find

~

h 0 2 {iipjx
(38)
ii2
TJ/
Po
The dimensionless number in (38) gives a criterion, similar to one proposed by
Abbott (1960b), for determining the relative importance of density induced and
nonlinearly induced currents in an estuary. Small values of (38) imply that the nonlinear terms dominate; large values imply that the density terms dominate; order
one values imply that both terms are equally important. As an example, with T/o =
Un

1 m, h 0 = 10 m, and a salinity change of 20%0 in 70 km (implying (dp),,po - i
10- 2) we estimate U2 ~ un.

~

7. Final comment

The direct verification of the nonlinear theory from current meter measurements
will not be a simple task, unless a channel can be found (or set up experimentally)
where the nonlinear terms dominate. In most partially stratified estuaries this will
not be the case; thus, the nonlinearly driven steady currents will unavoidably be
mixed with density induced steady currents of the same order of magnitude. To
distinguish ii2 from un in this case not only requires records of sufficient length to
smooth the fluctuations due to meteorological events (order of weeks to months),
but also requires that un itself can be estimated accurately from a theoretical model
(which further requires long-term records of the density field and river discharge).
Thus, even if adequate measurements are available, an attempt to distinguish ii2
from iin is actually a test of two theoretical results.
Recognizing these difficulties, we conclude that the steady state current u2 is not
likely to be measured directly; instead, the best possibility for direct verification of
the theory in partially stratified estuaries is to estimate the amplitudes and phases of
the low frequency residual currents discussed in section 5 and to compare these
estimates with the theoretical predictions. It can be shown that for typical residual
current amplitudes and background noise levels, record lengths on the order of
months are required to estimate these parameters with confidence (Ianniello, 1977).
In practice, the exact requirements for verification of the theory will depend heavily
on the particular estuary under consideration. The application of the theory to an
actual tidal channel, and the attempt to find both direct and indirect verification of
the theoretical results, will be the subject of a future paper.
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